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Introduction 
The well known theorem about the correspondence between Lie groups and Lie al- 
gebras enables us, knowing the Lie algebra of infinitesimal transformations, to find the 
Lie group of finite transformations, by means of integration, i.e. finding the correspond- 
ing local one-parameter groups of translations. This theorem can be used when looking 
for groups of classical symmetries of a system of partial differential equations, but not 
in the case of higher symmetries. The matter of the fact is that the classical infinites- 
imal symmetries are vector fields on a finite-dimensional manifold, corresponding to 
the system of equations, but higher infinitesimal symmetries are vector fields on an 
infinite-dimensional manifold, corresponding to the infinite prolongation of the system. 
And, as it is known, vector fields are not always integrable in the infinite-dimensional 
case, i.e. not always possessing the one-parameter group of translations, even locally. 
This fact, we can say, was first formulated by A.M. Vinogradov [9] after he gave the 
above mentioned interpretation of the notion of the higher symmetry as a transforma- 
tion of an infinitely prolonged system (see [S]). H ere he called the vector fields, corre- 
sponding to the higher infinitesimal symmetries, C-fields. His explanation was based on 
the fact that any C-field corresponds to an evolution equation, and the integrability of 
a C-field means that there is a unique solution to the corresponding Cauchy problem for 
the open set of the initial conditions (see [3, Subsection 8.3.11). Thus for constructing 
an example of a nonintegrable C-field it is enough to take an evolution equation for 
which the theorem of existence and uniqueness of the solution of the Cauchy prob- 
lem does not hold (for instance, the heat equation). The corresponding C-field will be 
nonintegrable. 
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The case of the transformation of a jet space with one dependent variable was inves- 
tigated by A.M. Vinogradov in a whole [9] ( see also [3, lo]). In the general case he set 
a hypothesis which is being proved in the present paper (see Theorem 3). P. Otterson 
and G. Svetlichny [4] studied a particular case of integrable C-fields and got an inter- 
esting description of them. Also works of N.H. Ibragimov (see [2]) where he studies 
problems of integrable symmetries using formal groups must be mentioned. 
The main results of the given article were announced in [l]. A brief exposition of 
the notions and statements of the geometry of nonlinear partial differential equations, 
used in the article, is given in Section 1. The complete exposition of the theory one can 
find in [3] (see also [8,9,10,6]). 
1. The space of jets, C-fields, and differential equations 
Let K be a smooth (i.e. infinitely differentiable) locally trivial bundle over a manifold 
M, I’(n) the totality of local sections of the bundle r, [h]! the k-jet of a local section 
h E l?(n) at a point 2 E M, xk : J”n -+ M, k = O,l,. . . ,m, the bundle of k-jets of 
Sections Of n, Kk,s : J”a + JSx, k > s, the natural projections, and jk(h) : M + Jk7r : 
y -+ [h]: the section corresponding to h E I’(T). A n y vector field X on the manifold M 
can be uniquely lifted to a vector field XT on the space JO”n by the following formula 
X o (j,(h))* = (j,(h))* o _%iR. 
Every point Zk+r = [h], k+l defines a subspace L(xk+r) C T,,(J”n), namely, the 
tangent plane at zk = rk+r,k(zk+r) to the graph of the k-jet of h : L(Zk+l) = 
Tzk(jk(h)(M)). Let C,, C !I?,,( J”n) be the linear span of the subspaces of the form 
L(sk+r), zk+r c r;;r k (xk). The distribution C : Xk H C,, thus obtained is called the 
Cartan distribution 06 J”n. If k = 00, then C,, = L(z,), and the maximal integral 
manifolds of the distribution C on Jma locally have the form j,(h)(M), h E I’(a). 
Choosing coordinates (xl, . . . , xn) on the base and (ul, . . . , urn) on the fibre of 7r, we 
canintroducespecialcoordinatesx;,@,pz,i=l,..., n,o=l,..., nz,c=(ir ,..., ik) 
on Jo37r, characterized by the property that 
bm)*(P~) = axa’o’h; 
il . . . 
. , 
xak 
where h : h”(xl, . . . , x,), (Y = 1,. . . , m, is a section of the bundle 7r. 
A system of partial differential equations of order 6 k imposed on sections of K is 
interpreted as a submanifold E c Jkr. Instead of “the system of equations” we shall 
write simply “equation”. We define the sth prolongation Ek+S c Jkts~ (or Et”)) of 
the equation E c J”T assuming that [h], k+s E Ek+’ if and only if jk(h)(M) is tangent 
to E at the point [h]: with order s. Then r;,,(Ei) c E’ for i > T > k. If T < k then 
we denote rJrk,T( E) by E’. The inverse limit of the chain of maps 
E +- Ek+l + . . . +_ Ek+s < “kts+l.kts Ek+s+l t . . . 
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is denoted by E* and called the infinite prolongation of the equation E. By the 
Cartan distribution on Es, s = k, k + 1,. . . , co, we mean the distribution C(E”) : x, H 
C&E”) = C,, II T,,(E”). A so u ion of an equation E is interpreted as a maximal 1 t 
integral manifold of the Cartan distribution on E”. 
Remark 1. If E c Jkn, and U is an open subset of Ek’+, then (K,++~[z.P)-~(U) = 
U” (here and below the symbol “alb” denotes the restriction of a to b). From this it 
follows that any open subset of an equation E M is also an equation, since the topological 
structure on E” is the limit of the topological structures on Es. 
We shall call the equation E c Jk.rr a formally integrable equation, if every its 
prolongation E’ is a smooth submanifold in J’K and the projections ~,.+~,~lE~+l : 
,T+l --+ E’, r 2 k, are vector bundles. In what follows we shall deal only with formally 
integrable equations. 
Let Cm(N) denote the sheaf of algebras over I&! (the space of all real numbers) 
of smooth functions on the manifold N, hi(N) the sheaf of C”(N)-modules of i- 
dimensional differential forms. (We use sheaves for their non-specifying the domains of 
functions and forms). Denote 
&(E) = C”(E”), T-(E) = lhir.T,(E), 
Ai = lismirA”(E”), 
CA@“) = {w E Ai 1 w~L(zoo~ = 0,x, E Em}, 
CAi(Es) = CAi(E”) II Ai( 
It can be assumed that the sheaf F(E) (or Ai( is filtered by the subsheaves .Ts(E) 
(or Ai(E Elements of the sheaf CA’(E”) will be called Cartan forms on E”. 
By a smooth map of the equation E” onto the equation 5’” we mean a continuous 
map F : E” + S” such that F*(F(S)) c F(E). A smooth one-to-one map whose 
inverse map is also smooth is called a diffeomorphism. Since by continuity one means 
here continuity in the topology of inverse limit, any diffeomorphism induces the isomor- 
phism F* : F(S) ---f F(E) at least locally compatible with the filtration in the sense 
that for every i we can find an I > i such that F*(Fi(S)) c FL(E). 
A diffeomorphism F is called a C-transformation if F*(CAl(S”)) = CA’(E”). 
A derivation X of the sheaf F(E) is called a C-field if X(CAi(E”)) c CA’(E”). 
In coordinate notation every C-field on Jwa has the form 
av + kaiD;, 
i=l 
where 
3, = ~Dc@‘,$, Da=Dilo...oDik, 
j,, 0 
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Di = ET = & + CP:+i$y CT + i = (i,il, . . .) ik), 
iu 0 
and the-@ and ai, j = 1,. . . , m, i = 1,. . . , n, are smooth functions on J”n for some 
k > 0 (see [3, Theorem 3.3.51). 
In the set of integrable C-fields (C-transformations) we distinguish the class of Lie 
fields (Lie transformations). Let U C J”x and V C Jkii, k < 00, be open submanifolds. 
A diffeomorphism 01 : U --f V is called a Lie transformation (or contact difleomor- 
phism) if it preserves the Cartan distribution, that is, a,,,,(C,,) = C,(,,), Sk E U. 
A vector field 2 on U c J”x is called a Lie field ( or contact field’) if the translation 
operators along the trajectories of this field are Lie transformations. 
Every Lie transformation (Y : U -+ V induces the C-transformation a(““) : T;:~( U) --f 
%Gtk(V). Namely, let 2, = [h],” E ~&:~(a). Then o!(jk(h)(M)) is an integral manifold 
of the Cartan distribution on Jkii and locally (except of a “non-essential” set of points) 
it has the form jk(h)(k?) (see [3, S ec ion 4.31). We put o’“‘(zW) = [k]?, y = iii, 0 t 
(Y o ?r,,k(z,). The C-t ransformation a(“) will also be called a Lie transformation. By 
a Lie transformation F : E” --f 5’” of equations E c Jkx and S c J”ii we mean 
the restriction of some Lie transformation of the spaces of jets JWn --f J”ii onto E”. 
In [8,9,10,3] such Lie transformations are called exterior in contrary to interior Lie 
transformations which we do not consider. 
The infinitesimal analogue of the above construction yields a Lie field Z(“) on J”n. 
In this case, when 2 is tangent to the equation E c J”T the restriction of Z(“) to E” 
is called a Lie field on E”. 
Remark 2. Lie fields differ from all other C-fields in that they preserve the filtra- 
tion . . . C Fs( E) C FS+l (E) C . . . of the sheaf F(E). The same holds also for Lie 
transformations. (See [3, Lemma 6.3.61). 
2. INDV-transformations 
Example. Consider a system E of equations with dependent variables ul,. . . , urn and 
a set of functions on E” : f’, . . . , f’. Introduce new dependent variables ul,. . , , TI’ by 
the equalities 
?J1 = fl(vbPO), 
. . . 
d = f+%P,). 
(1) 
On the one hand adding the equations (1) to the equations of the system E gives a 
new system S with the dependent variables ur,. . . , urn, d, . . . , v’. On the other hand 
the equalities (1) determine a C-transformation of E” onto S” (see Theorem 1). 
In what follows such C-transformations will briefly be called INDV-transformations 
since they are constructed by introducing new dependent variables. 
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Now we are going to present the precise definition and description of this concept 
and prove that every C-transformation is the composition of the inverse map of an 
INDV-transformation, a Lie transformation, and an INDV-transformation. 
The first prolongation a tl) of a Lie transformation a is characterized by the prop- 
erty that L(cr(l)( ~+r>> = o&+k+r)). Th is f ormula also enables to define the first 
prolongation of maps of the following type. 
Proposition 1. Let both a and ii be bundles over a manifold M, let a smooth map 
/3 : E --+ S of an equation E C J’K onto an equation S C J”ii satisfies the condition 
P*(C(E’)) c C(S”), (2) 
and let the diagram 
E P + s 
(3) 
be commutative. Suppose also that the Cartan distribution on E has a constant dimen- 
sion. Then by the formula 
L(P%/+1)) = P*(L(XI+l)) 
one defines a smooth map /3(l) : E’+l + Sk+l. If the equation E is, in addition, 
formally integrable, then the map p(l) satisfies the conditions (2) and (3), and there 
exists its first prolongation: (/3(l))(l) : E1+2 t Sk+2. 
Proof. It is necessary to show that every plane p,(L(~t+~)), x1+1 E E’+l has the 
form L(Yk+l), Yk+l E s Ic+’ To do this, we use the concept of the involutive space: a . 
subspace V c C,,( J’n) is inwolutiwe if du&(t, n) = 0 for any pair of vectors [, 77 E V 
and any Cartan form w on J’r. It is known [3, Section 4.21 that L(z~+~) c C,,(Jlr), 
xl = rt+l,t(xl+l), are the only subspaces simultaneously involutive and projected onto 
the whole space Z’,(M), z = r[+r(z/+r), under the projection n[. From this and the 
commutative diagram (3) it follows that Ak,* o /3,(L(~l+~)) = rrt,*(L(~~+~)) = T,(M). 
Therefore, to prove that a plane ,&(L(xl+l)), xl+1 E El+l, has the form L(yk+r) it 
suffices to show that it is involutive. 
Let w E CAl(J”ii), [ E C,,(E), and let is : S + J”ii be the inclusion map. We 
have EJ(P* 0 iz(w>>lz, = P+(I)~wlp(~~) = 0 as /3,(S) E Cp(,,) (see (2)). Now we need the 
following 
Lemma 1. If the Cartan distribution on an equation E c J[n has a constant dimen- 
sion and the form w E A’(E) is such that <-1wI,, = 0 for any x1 E E and [ E C,,(E), 
then the form w coincides with the restriction of some Cartan form of CA1( J/a) to E. 
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To prove this assertion it is enough to choose a finite basis of Cartan forms on J’r 
in a neighbourhood of every point 51 E E. 
Now, we shall finish the proof of Proposition 1. From the lemma and the above 
considerations we see that ,L3* o i:(w) = i;(0), where R E CA’(J’7r). Therefore, 
dwlp(z,)(P*(E), P*(V)) = d(P* oG(w))lz,(~, 77) = d(%(Q))L(~, rl) = 0, if t, 77 E ~Xsl+r). 
Hence, the plane ,&(L(xl+r)) is involutive. 
Thus we have proved that a plane /l,(L(xl+r)), x1+1 E El+l, has the form L(yk+r), 
Y&l E J ‘+‘ii. We set p(r)( x1+1) = yk+r. From the inclusion L(yk+r) = ,f&(L(z~+r)) 
C To(,,)(S), where xl = ~1+r~(xl+r), it follows that yl~+r E S”+l and jik+r,k(yk+r) = 
@($I), i.e. the diagram 
El+’ 
/j(l) 
c Sk+’ 
I n1+1 ,I I ffk+l,k (4) 
E’ P - s” 
commutes. In addition, the map /3(r) : E’+’ + S”+l is smooth since it sends every 
smooth curve into a smooth curve. 
In order to prove that the map /3(r) preserves the Cartan distribution (see (2)) it 
suffices to use the formula 
czI+l(J1+l~) = ( ~+l,I)+l(~(xI+l)) (5) 
(see [3, Theorem 4.1.41). Indeed, if s/+1 E E’+l then, since L (x/+~) c Z’,,(Ei), we 
have G,,, (El+7 = czl+,(J~+w n GI+,(El+l) = (~lrl+l,&yqxl+1)) n T,,+,(E’+l) = 
(v+I,~E~+~ ),‘(L(xI+I)). F rom the commutativity of the diagram (4) it follows now 
that (~k+l,klsk+++ 0 ~!“(~,,+,(E’+l)) = p+ O "1+1,~l~'t~)*((~~+1,ll~'t~),l(~(~~+l))) = ( 
P&%+1)) = L(P(')(~r+d). Thus (P(',)&,,(E'+')) C (jik+l,klSktl)+‘(L(yk+l)) = 
C,,,, (S”+r), where ylc+r = P(r)(xl+r). 
The commutativity of the diagram 
results from the commutativity of the diagrams (3) and (4). 
Finally, if the equation E is formally integrable then the fibres of the projection 
KL+~,[(~I+~ have a constant dimension. On the other hand, the dimension of planes 
-+l+r), xl+1 E E’+l, coincides with the dimension of the base M of the bundle r. 
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Therefore, the Cartan distribution on E ‘+l has a constant dimension (in view of (5)). 
This completes the proof of Proposition 1. Cl 
By the ith prolongation /?(;I : E’+i -+ Skfi of a map /3 : El + Sk we mean the first 
prolongation of the (i - 1)th prolongation ,O ti-‘) and by the infinite prolongation /3(-) 
we mean the inverse limit of the maps ,L3(‘) with s -+ CO. 
Proposition 2. Suppose that E is a formally integrable equation, E c J’K, that the 
Cartan distribution on E has a constant dimension, and that the map p : E -+ S, 
S c J”+, satisfies the conditions (2) and (3). Then for any i = 1,2, . . . , oc, the ith 
prolongation p (4 of the map 0 exists and the diagram 
E’+i 
p(i) 
c Sk+ 
I T+i,1 I +k+i,k 
E P * s 
C6)i 
is commutative. In addition, if there exists a smooth inverse map to PC”), then ,B(O”) 
is a C-transformation. 
Proof. The formal integrability of the prolonged equation E’+i follows from the formal 
integrability of E. Therefore, any prolongation j?(‘) is defined. 
The commutativity of diagram (6)i, i < co, results from that of the diagram 
E’+i 
p(i) 
c Sk+; 
I Trl+i,l+i-1 I *k+i,k+i-I 
E’+i-1 
1 
. . . 
1 
E’ 
p(i-1) 
sk+i-1 
1 
. . . 
P 
I 
* Sk 
which is the union of the diagrams derived from the diagram (4) by the substitutions 
of o(t), t = 1,2,. . . , i - 1 for 0. The diagram (6), is commutative as the limit of the 
diagrams (6); as i + CO. 
Every prolongation pti) is a smooth map preserving the Cartan distribution (see 
Proposition 1). Therefore, (pci))*(Fk+;(s)) C Fl+i(E). Passing to the limit as i -+ 0~) 
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we get @(“))*(F(S)) c F(E) and ($“)),(C(E”)) c C(S”). From this it follows 
that p(03) is a smooth map, that (@(“))* p reserves the Cartan forms, and that if there 
exists the smooth map (/3 (ml -l, then p(O”) is a C-transformation. The proposition is ) 
proved. 0 
Definition. An INDV-transformation is a C-transformation of the form ,O(“)(u : U -+ 
S”, where U is an open subset of E” such that T~,J(U) = E, E c J’7r is a formally 
integrable equation, S c J”ii, /3 : E + Jo% is a surjective map satisfying the conditions 
of Proposition 2, and ,B(O”) : Eti ---f J”ii is the infinite prolongation of the map ,f3. 
Remark 3. If /3(co)I u is an INDV-transformation then the diagram 
is commutative since it is derived from (6), by the restriction of the map ,f3(-) onto 
24. From this diagram it follows that ii,,o(SW) = Jo? as p and ~,,J(u are surjections. 
Proposition 3. (a) If the first prolongations of maps /.3 : El ---f E2 and y : Es + E4 are 
defined and Ez c Es, then the first prolongation of the composition 71~~ o/3 : El + E4 
is also defined and (71~~ o p)(l) = #‘)(,11, o /3(l). 
(b) If E is an equation of order < 1 and s < I, then the first prolongation of the map 
qs : E’ -+ E” is defined and (~l,~(~l)(‘) = ~[+1,~+11~‘+1. 
(c) The infinite prolongation of the map ~l,~)~l, 1 > s, coincides with the identity 
map of the infinite prolongation of the equation E. 
The proof follows directly from the definitions. 
The following assertion constitutes the major technical result of this article: 
Theorem 1. If E is a formally integrable equation and a subsheaf K C F/(E), 1 > 0, 
contains the sheaf Fe(E), th en in some neighbourhood U of any generic point x, E 
E” an INDV- transformation F : U --f S” is defined such that K C F*(P$S)) and 
every element of the sheaf F*(Fo(S)) is a smooth function of finitely many elements 
OfK. 
The concept of generic point will be defined after the theorem is proved. 
Proof. The number 1 such that K c FL(E) can be supposed to be no less than the 
order k of the equation E, otherwise we increase 1 to k. 
Fix a generic point x, E E”. The requiments on such a point will be deduced in 
the course of the proof. 
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Consider in T*(E’) th e subspaces generated by the elements @I,,, f E K, q E E’. 
Suppose that in a neighbourhood of the projection ~1 = A,,J(z,) of the generic point 
5, the dimension of those subspaces is constant. Denote it by ~2. Then since Fe(E) c 
K c _Fl(E), in a neighbourhood of the point xl E E’ one can choose coordinates 
WI,. . . ) vs3 ,s3 > s2suchthatr?,...,vSl , s1 < s2 are coordinates on Jon, and v’, . . . , ~‘2 
are from K. From dimensional considerations it follows that any element of K is a 
smooth function of ul,. . . , ~‘2. 
Let the above neighbourhood of the point 21 has the form Nr x N2 x Ns, where Nr, 
N2 and Ns are domains in JOT, IFis2-s1, and Rs3-s2 with the coordinates (v~,. . . , us]), 
bJ 7”‘, 
s1+1 t+), and (wQ+r, . . . , ws3), respectively. Obviously, a neighbourhood of such 
a form always exists. 
Denote by p the projection Nr x N2 x Ns onto Nr x N2 along Ns, by y the projection 
Nr x N2 onto Nr along N2. Then /3 and y are trivial bundles, ii = K o y : IV1 x N2 + M 
is a locally trivial bundle, and y o ,0 is the projection Nr x N2 x Ns onto Nr along 
N2 x Ns, i.e. the diagram 
J0ii (7) 
where Jo2 = N1 x N2, is commutative. For the sake of simplicity of the notation we 
use here and below in similar situations the symbol “El 3” although p is not a map 
defined on the whole E’ but only on a neighbourhood in E’. 
Thus the projection q,olEl is represented as the composition of the maps /3 and 
Y, x: c P*(CYJ”+)), and any function of ~*(Cm(Joii)) can be smoothly expressed 
through the functions wl,. . . , ws2 which are chosen in K. 
Further, suppose that in a neighbourhood of the point xl = R,,J(z,) E E’, where 
x, is the generic point, the Cartan distribution has a constant dimension. Then the 
maps p and y satisfy the conditions of Proposition 2. Indeed, as Cartan planes on 
Jo% (or J’x) coincide with tangent planes (i.e., C,, = T,, for any ~0) the Cartan di- 
stribution on Joif has a constant dimension, the maps p and y preserve the Cartan 
distribution. The commutativity of the diagrams of the same type as (3) for p and 
y results from the commutativity of the diagram (7). Therefore, one defines the ith 
prolongations /? and y for i = 1,2,. . . , 00. In the case of i = 1 from Propositions 2 
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and 3 we get the commutative diagram 
Moreover, suppose that in a neighbourhood of the projection x21 = K,,~[(x,) of the 
generic point x, the map ,D (l) has a constant rank. Then the image of some neighbour- 
hood of the point 221 E E2’ under the map PC’) is a smooth manifold. Choose on this 
manifold a neighbourhood 5’ of the point /3(‘)(52[) such that % : jigs + jik(S) is a 
bundle. To avoid too complex notation we shall consider that Jo5 = jik,O(S) and the 
map ,6(l) (resp. p) is defined on V = (,d’))-‘(S) (resp. 7r21,1(V)). 
Note that for any yl E S there exists a point ,221 E E2’ such that /3([)(z21) = yl. 
Therefore (from (8)) y(‘)(yl) = y (4 o ,O(‘)(Z~[) = 7r2[,1(221) E E’, that is, y(‘)(S) c E’. 
The diagram 
E2’ 
is commutative since all its loops but 
(10) 
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either coincide with the corresponding loops of the commutative diagram (8) or are 
restrictions of them. From this and S = imp(l) it follows the commutativity of the 
loop (10). Indeed, if yr E 5’ then ye = p(l)(zal) for some t21 E E2’ and iil,u(yl) = 
ii1 u 0 /3(‘)(Q) = p 0 ‘IT21 &?1) = p 0 y(‘) 0 /!3(‘)(Z2[) = p 0 +)(y[). 
‘Infinitely prolongating the maps y(‘)]s and p(‘)]v, where V = (/3([))-‘(S), and noting 
that (/3(‘)]“)(“) = p(oo)]~03, from Proposition 3 and the diagram (9) we obtain the 
commutative diagram 
where idv- denotes the identity map of V”, ,O(“)lv- and y(“)]s- are smooth maps 
(by Proposition 2). Consequently the maps p(“)]1/oo and y(W)]sm are mutually inverse 
and this means that ,6(O”)] voo is a C-transformation (see Proposition 2). 
Moreover the map ,0 is surjective since the diagram (9) is commutative and the maps 
/3(l) and ii, ols are surjective. Therefore, ,f3(“)]v- is an INDV-transformation. 
To see ihat Theorem 1 has been proved it suffices to put U = V”, F = p(“)Iv- 
and remember that K c /3*(C”(Nl x Nz)) = (,@“))*(Fo(S)) and (p(“))*(Fe(S)) is 
functionally generated by elements of K. Cl 
Definition. Let K be a sheaf satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1. A point 2, E E” 
is a generic point of a sheaf K if 
(i”) in a neighbourhood of the point 21 = K,,[(x,) the Cartan planes and subspaces 
Wlq E T,i(E’) I f E v, .q E El, have a constant dimension; 
(ii”) in a neighbourhood of the point 221 = 7r,,2[(5,) the map p(l) : E2[ + J’? has a 
constant rank (the notation see in the proof of Theorem 1). 
The following assertion is easily proved: 
Proposition 4. The totality of the generic points of a sheaf K 
open, everywhere dense subset of E”. 
(see Theorem 1 > is an 
Remark 4. Below a generic point of a C-transformation and that of an integrable 
C-field will be defined in terms of a generic point of a sheaf. Therefore, the totalities of 
such generic points are also open, everywhere dense subsets of corresponding equations. 
The following lemma is an extension of the similar assertion about C-fields (see [3, 
Subsection 7.4.71) to the case of C-transformations. 
Lemma 2. If E,” c Joor, Er c Jo3r, ~,,o(E,~) = JOT, C-transformations F : 
Em + El” and G : E” + E200 satisfy the condition G*IFOt,) = F’ IFO~x), then G = F 
and ET = El”. 
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Proof. Consider the C-transformation q = G o F-l : E,“” + Ep. The isomorphism 
@* : F(&) + F(EI) is identical on To(n). This means that 
Since ** preserves the Cartan forms, !#‘+ preserves the Cartan distribution. Further- 
more @,(L(z,)) = L(*(z,)), 2, E E,“, since C,, = L(z,). From (11) and (r,,n)* 
(Jq%z)) = -q.rrm,l(~cro)) we obtain ~(~m,~(~m>> = (nw,o)*(L(zm)) = (T,,o)* 0 
**(q&J) = -q%,l o !P(zco3)) for an arbitrary point 2, E El”. Hence, ~T~,~(EF) = 
~,,I(E?=),~~,~IE+ = R,,~JE~. By induction one deduces the formulae 7rIT,,;(Er) = 
T, ;(E,““) and r,,;lq o !J = w,,;Iq for any i. This means that ET = E,” and !I’ is 
an identity map. Cl 
Theorem 2. For any generic point x, E E,” of a C-transformation G : E,O” --f E,““, 
where El and E2 are formally integrable equations, there exist INDVtransformations 
Fl : Lfl --f Slm and F2 : 24, -+ SF, where ,?A1 and L4z are neighbourhoods of the points 
x, and G(x,) respectively, and a Lie transformation Q : SIW + S,j such that the 
diagram 
is commutative. 
Proof. Consider a subsheaf Icr of the sheaf 3(E1) generated as a sheaf of R-algebras 
by the subsheaves &(El) and G*(_To(Ez)). Respectively, in the sheaf F(E2) consider 
a subsheaf Ic2 generated by the subsheaves .&(E2) and (GV1)*(&(E1)). By a generic 
point of a C-transformation G : E,” + ET we shall mean the generic point 2, E El” 
of the sheaf Icr such that G(x,) E ET is a generic point of the sheaf K2. Then 
from Theorem 1 it follows that there exist an INDV-transformation Fl : 24 + 5’” in 
a neighbourhood 2.4 of the point x, and an INDV-transformation F2 : 242 + ST in 
a neighbourhood 24 of the point G(z,). Denoting Ur = 24 n G-l(&), ST = Fl(&), 
and @ = F2 o Go (Frlu,)-r, we obtain the commutative diagram (12). 
The sheaves F,‘(&(S,)), F2+(_To(S2)), and G*oF,*(&(Sz)) are functionally generated 
by the elements of Kr, Ic2, and G*(&), respectively. But G’(K2) = Icr according to 
the definition of Icr and K2. This means that G* o F;(&(S2)) = F;(Yu(Sr)) and, 
hence, @*(3e(S2)) = (Fcl)* o G* o F;(F00(5’2)) = &(Sl), i.e., @ sends the fibres of the 
. . 
proJectron ~,-_-+ulslw into the fibres of iFoo,uIs~~, if JO”n > SIW, JWii > SF. In addition, 
from Remark 3 it follows that n,,u(Sr) = Jo T and %oo,u(S~) = Jo+. Therefore, there 
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exists a map Q : Jon --+ Jo? such that the diagram 
is commutative. 
The map Cp is a C-transformation, as a composition of C-transformations. Hence, @* : 
F(h) -+ F(&) and a* = @*IF~Fo(s~) : -TO(&) ---f Fo(S1) are isomorphisms of sheaves. 
From this it follows that the map o is a diffeomorphism. Since the Cartan distribution 
on Jo coincides with the whole tangent distribution, Q is a Lie transformation. Therefore 
we can consider the map ot”) : Jmn --+ J”?. But from Lemma 2 we obtain Q, = 
&)ls,-. This means that Q is a Lie transformation. Cl 
To illustrate Theorem 2 we consider 
Example [lo]. Let ul, u2 be coordinates on the fibre and x a coordinate on the base 
of the trivial bundle n : IW~ x R’ --+ R’. The C-transformation G : J”T + J”a is 
determined by G*l,(,l (see Lemma 2): G*(z) = 2, G*(u~) = ul, G*(u2) = u2 +p:, 
where pi is the coordinate function on J 03r corresponding to the derivative du’/&. The 
inverse C-transformation is determined by the relations (G-‘)*(x) = 2, (G-‘)*(ul) = 
ul, (G-~)*(u~) = u2 - pi. The rings Icr and /cz (see the proof of Theorem 2) are 
generated by the functions x,u1,u2, u2 + pi, and z,u1,u2, u2 - pi, respectively. The 
INDV-transformation Fl : J”n -+ Slm is determined by the relations F;(z) = z, 
F;(ui) = ui, i = 1,2, F;(v) = u2 + pi, where ul, u2, v are the dependent variables 
of the equation Sr, z is its independent variable, and the Sr is given by the equality 
v = u2 +(&‘/ax). Similarly, the INDV-transformation F2 : J”T + SF is determined 
by the relations F;(x) = 5, Fz(ui) = ui, i = 1,2, F;(u) = u2 -pt, and the equation 
S2 is v = u2 - (&‘/a~). The Lie transformation o(03)1syo = F2 o G o Flm’ : ST + SF 
is determined by the formulae o*(s) = 5, o*(ul) = ul, o*(u2) = v, o*(v) = u2. 
3. Integrable C-fields 
The following definition is obvious but essential: 
Definition. A field X is integrable in a neighbourhood U C Em if there exists a set of 
diffeomorphisms At : U + E”, t E I, where I is an open interval of IR containing zero, 
such that 
(i”) A0 is the indentity map of U; 
(ii”) At o A, = At+, if t, s, and t + s belong to I; 
(iii”) d/dtlt=eA;(f)(z,) = X(f)(xW) for any point 2, E U and smooth function f 
on U. 
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The main result of the article is: 
Theorem 3. For any generic point of an integrable C-field X on a formally inte- 
grable equation E” there exist a neighbourhood 24 c E” of this point and an INDV- 
transformation F : U + S” such that F,(X) is a Lie field on 5’“. 
The proof is based on the following assertion. 
Lemma 3. If a field X is integrable in a coordinate neighbourhood U c E”O, then for 
every smooth function f on U there is a number I > 0 such that for any k 2 0 the 
kth derivative of the function f along the field X is a function on K~,J(U) c E’, i.e., 
X”(f) = x 0 .,. 0 X,(f) E T$,!). ~
k times 
Proof of Lemma 3. Let a set of diffeomorphisms At : 24 + E”, t E I, be the result 
of the integration of the field X ( see the above definition). Fix a function f on U and 
its smooth continuation on a neighbourhood Z/r such that At(U) c Ul for t E 11, where 
11 is a subinterval of I containing zero. By A;(f) we shall mean At(f [At(u)). 
DenoteBj = {t E IllA; E Fj(U)},j = 0,1,2,....ThenU~u Bj = II andforany 
j the set Bj is readily seen to coincide with an intersection of the sets Bj(Y, x,) = {t E 
I1 I Y(AZ(f))(x,) = 01, where x, is an arbitrary point of l4, Y is an arbitrary n,,j- 
vertical field in a neighbourhood of x,. The Bj(Y, x,) coincides with the set of zeros of 
the function @ : 1, + IR : t H Y(Af(f))(x,) h h w ic is i d ff erentiable since d/d&,$ = 
d/dtl,=,,(Y 0 A;(f))(x,) = Y 0 d/dtlt=to(A;+ 0 A&(f))(x,) = Y 0 X 0 A;Jf)(x,). 
Therefore, the sets Bj(Y,x,) and their intersections Bj = n,,,, Bj(Y,x,), j = 
0, 1,2,. . ., are closed. 
Now we are going to show that for some ju the set Bj, contains an open subset. If the 
set Bj has not this property then the intersection of an arbitrary open subinterval 12 c 
11 and the complement of the Bj is non-empty. Otherwise Bj contains 12. Therefore, 
the complement of Bj is a dense open set, and this means that Bj is a nowhere dense 
set in 11. 
The Baire theorem asserts that the union of a countable number of nowhere dense sets 
cannot fill an interval of real numbers (see, for instance, [5]). In our case 11 = UT=-, Bj. 
Hence, there is a number ju such that Bj, is not a nowhere dense set and, therefore, 
contains an open subset. 
Let to be an interior point of the set Bj,. Then for any point t of the neighbourhood 
of to it holds A;(f) E Fj,(U) and At,(Xk(f)) = d”/dt”lt=t,A~(f) E Fj,(U). Hence, 
X”(f) E (AGl)*(Fj,(U)) for any k 2 0. 
Since the map A;’ is smooth, (A;‘)*(g) E F(U) for any function g of Fj,(U). 
On the other hand, .7=(U) is a direct limit of the sheaves Fi(U). Therefore, there is 
a number 1 such that (AGl)*(g) E .Fl(U). Let this 1 be common for all coordinate 
functions on 7roo,j0 (U) (it exists since the number of such functions is finite). We have 
(AG’)*(Fj,(U)) C .F~(U) and Xk(f) E Fl(U) for any k 2 0. Cl 
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Proof of Theorem 3. Consider the sheaf X: generated by the functions of the form 
X”(f), Ic = 0,1,2,. . .) f E .Fo(E). From Lemma 3 it follows that for every function f 
of&(E) there is I 2 0 such that X”(f) E FiTI( Choose the number I to be common 
to all coordinate functions of .&(E). Then K c Fl(E) and &(E) c K. 
By a generic point of an integrable C-field X we mean a generic point 2, E E” of 
the above sheaf K. According to Theorem 1 there exist a neighbourhood U c E” of a 
generic point x,, an equation S, and an INDV-transformation F : U + 5’” such that 
K c F*&(S)) d an every element of the sheaf F*(Fo(S)) is a function of elements of 
K. From this and X(K) c K it follows that X o F*(&(S)) c F*(&(S)). 
Let Y = F,(X), 5’” C Pi?. Then Y is a C-field, ii,,u(S”) = Jo% (by Remark 3), 
and Y(Fu(ii)) = (F-l)* o X o F*(.Fo(ii)) C (F-l)* o F*(Fo(%)) = Fo(ii). From this 
it follows that 2 = (iioo,ul~-),(Y) is a field on Jo%. We have Y = Z(“)Is-, since 
(Y - Z(“)js-)(f) = 0 for any f E F,(S) = &(ii), and by [3, Lemma 7.4.71, if Q is a 
C-field on S” and &IF,,(s) = 0, then Q = 0. Theorem 3 is proved. 0 
Remark 5. The condition from Theorem 3 is not only necessary but also sufficient for 
the integrability of C-fields. Indeed, if for a C-field X there exists a C-transformation 
F as in Theorem 3, then the field F,(X) is integrable as a Lie field and, therefore, 
X is also an integrable field. On the other hand, proving Theorem 3 we first deduced 
the inclusion K c FL(E) f rom the integrability of a C-field X and then from this 
inclusion we obtained the condition of Theorem 3. Therefore the inclusion K c F/(E) 
is a necessary and sufficient condition for the integrability of C-fields. 
In other words, we have also proved 
Theorem 4. A C-field X on a formally integrable equation E” is integrable in a 
neighbourhood of a generic point x, if and only if there exists a number 1 such that 
for any k > 0 
Xk(J-olzm(W c %x(E), 
whereXk=Xo . . . OX, and .T;Iz,(E) is th e ring of smooth functions constant along 
the fibres TV,; and defined in some neighbourhood of x,. 
Example. The equilibrium Lame equations (or the equations of elasticity in terms of 
displacement, see, for instance, [7]) in special coordinates on J2n, where ?r : Iw3 x E-X~ + 
R3 is a trivial bundle, have the form 
+ aPz;,i,) + .fk = 0 , k = 1,2,3, 
where (Y is a constant, f’, fz, f3 are known functions of the independent variables 
x1, x2, x3. If a # 1 and div f = Cf=, dfi/8xi = 0, then the C-field 3rpl~w, where ‘p 
has the components $ 7 Cf=, pii,,), p2 = - C:=, p”(i,,), q3 = 0, is integrable. Here 
3, = Cj,, oO((pj)a/ap”,, as in Section 1. 
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To show this denote g = 
DI, (all on Joor). Then v1 
c;=, Qc(3WW) = c;=, 
[3rp, D;] = 0 (see the definition of *r and [3, Subsection 3.2.61). Therefore, (3V)2(~1) = 
3,J$) = 02(3,(g)) = 0, (31p)2(~2) = 0, 3,(u3) = 0, 3,(x;) = 0, i = 1,2,3, and, 
hence, (3,)‘WW c .Wr) f or any Ic > 0. From Theorem 4 it follows that the C-field 
3, is integrable on J”(n). 
In order to prove that the field 3, is tangent to the equation E”, it suffices to 
show that aV(Fk)I~03 = 0, L = 1,2,3, where {Fk} are the left-hand sides of the 
equalities defining the system E, i.e., F, = Dlc(g) t aA t f”, k = 1,2,3 (see [3, 
Subsection 7.4.91). 
Since 3,(g) = 0, 3,(f”) = 0, k = 1,2,3, we have ~,(F~)IE=J = CYA(~+,(U~))(E~ = 
aWA(g))IE-7 33rp(&)I~~ = -o!Dl(A(g))IEm, 331p(F’)I~m = 0. Therefore, it is eno- 
ugh to prove that A(g)(Eoo = 0. For this note that Cz=, Dk(Fk)(~m = 0 since the 
relations Fk = 0, k = 1,2,3, define the system E and {D;(Fk) = 0) are their 
prolongations. But Cz=, Dk(Fk)l~m = ((% DI, 0 W(g) + C;=, aAP/@)) + 
c”,=, af”/dzk)l~m = (A(g) t aA(g>) Hence, if (Y # -1 then A(g)lzm = 0. 
Thus, the C-field 3V has the group of diffeomorphisms {AT} and is tangent to the 
equation E”. From this it follows that A,(E”) = E” for any A, and {A71,qOo} is the 
group of diffeomorphisms corresponding to the C-field 3(PI~03. 
Introducing new dependent variables U* = 02(g) and u5 = -&(g), we can write 
the C-field ~,JE~ as X(“)/E~, where X = U* d/au’ + us d/au2 is a Lie field. That is 
what Theorem 3 asserts. 
By permutation of the indexes 1,2,3 from the C-field 33, we obtain two more inte- 
grable C-fields: 
Concluding comments 
In [l] an example of two integrable C-fields sum of which was nonintegrable was 
given. Also, it is easy to set an example of the commutator of two integrable C-fields 
which is nonintegrable-it suffices to take two fields for which there is no ring X: (see 
above), invariant with respect to both fields. Such fields, as a rule, have nonintegrable 
commutator. By the author’s opinion it is unnatural that the set of integrable C-fields 
does not constitute the Lie algebra. 
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We also mention that although for certain C-fields it is not possible to find a local 
one-parameter group of diffeomorphisms, nevertheless,-for almost any solution of the 
equation it is possible to find the trajectory of the translation along an infinitesimal 
symmetry of the equation (though not unique) (for instance, by solving the correspond- 
ing evolution equation). This means that some meaning can be given to the notion of 
the trajectory even in the case of a nonintegrable C-field. 
Remarkably enough, it follows from the proof of Theorem 3 that it is the choice of 
the topology of the inverse limit on E” which restricts the class of integrable fields. 
Any continuous, or smooth, function on E” in this topology is a continuous (smooth) 
function on some finite-dimensional manifold. That is why for any similar topology 
an analogue of Theorem 4 is true (see the proof). So an enlargement of the class of 
the integrable C-fields could occur only when the topology on E”, studied till now, 
would be replaced by another one which does not result from an inverse limit of finite- 
dimensional manifolds. However, is should be mentioned that the transformation of 
topology of inverse limit to the new topology would lead to continuous (and smooth) 
functions of infinite number of variables. 
On the other hand, we must remember that A.M. Vinogradov’s note about relations 
between the integrability of higher symmetries and the existence and uniqueness of so- 
lutions of corresponding evolution equations (see Introduction) is valid in any topology, 
so that any enlargement of the class of integrable C-fields in this way is nonessential. 
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